
   Mobile Innovations and EAS saw a need to make the Eagle 
RMS database usable on phones and tablets. Eagle*Advantage 
powered by Mobile Innovations is easy to see and easy to use, 
which allows you to save money and solve more crime. 

MPA Eagle*Advantage

Mobile Police Assist for Eagle*Advantage - 
extends the records management power of 
Eagle*Advantage with mobile functionality for  
Android. Standard Query interface for  
person, vehicle, and Incident. Send email,  
prepare and submit general reports and intel, 
typed or with voice dictation. Simple to deploy, 
MPA Eagle*Advantage is cost effective with a 
one-time, per user fee starting for as few as  
fifteen users, plus annual maintenance.  

- Records Management, email and much more for Android
  smartphones and tablets.

- Deploys cost effectively and quickly for as few as 15 users.

- Ideal for smaller agencies and those with extensive geographies. 

- Crisp full color images, advanced touch-sceen functionality, 
   made for Android smartphones and tablets.

- Eagle*Advantage is used extensively by Law Enforcement agencies 
  in the southeast and Georgia.

- Add MPADictation for compliant voice to text transcription.

All trademarks are property of their respective owners.

Visit www.mobinnoco.com or call 678-230-2796 for your Eagle*Advantage Trial.

Advanced wireless solutions 
for mobile law enforcement.

Features Benefits
Extends Eagle*Advantage to Android Cost effective, less training for Eagle*Advantage users

Search person, vehicle, incident, and more Answers faster with no dispatch or onboard IT
Access email, calendar, and internet from device Increased officer and admin productivity
Future: Submit reports, statements, incident updates Direct to database speed & reliability
Future: GCIC database queries Everything at your fingertips

Secure, encrypted wireless solution Work remotely with confidence

Future: Works with 2 Factor Authentication No one but assigned officer can access smartphone

The power of Eagle*Advantage on 
Android smartphones and tablets..

Android 4.x-5.x

Native Android App

Android smartphones and tablets 


